
A NEW HORIZON IN MAKEUp

SUNTAN IN A SPRAY



That’so Sun MakeupMake-up

your skin tans in
just 6 seconds

Perfect for a cocktail party

it’s not ordinary Make-up. it’s sun Makeup

takes at least 10 minutes

Lasts only 1/2 a day

doesn’t let your skin 
breathe

you apply it in only
6 seconds

Lasts from 3 to 6 days

it has skincare and 
anti-aging properties

sun Makeup is an innovative, modern “total 
beauty” concept.
as of today, you can tan and take care of your 
skin all in one: an instant, even, bronzed colour 
that lasts for days. sun Makeup is the first pro-
duct of its kind to give you that “sun-kissed” look, 
without blocking your pores, and leaving your 
skin naturally beautiful.

the difference between a traditional Make up and that’so sun Makeup

Fabulous at “the” party Ready for the beach Always with a great tan anytime you want

TH
E 1

ST SUN MAKEUP

JUST SPRAY IT



Hairdresser

Tanning studio
Beauty Salon

Perfumery

What’s the secret
behind sun Makeup?
its aMazing advantages…

sun Makeup is a new business opportunity, ideal for any “beauty reality”. With sun Makeup, success starts with 
customer satisfaction and translates into additional turnover for your business.

Spa Fitness & BodyBuilding Professional make-up artist

Which Sun makeup
opportunity iS ideal

for your buSineSS?

rovides 
perfect tanning 

without uv

application 
in only a few 

seconds

long lasting 
and immediate 

result

does not 
stain 

the skin

100% natural 
made from 
sugar cane

exclusive skincare 
and anti-aging 

properties



“Professional” for ts 765USE:

DARK - 10 lITRES

Self Tanning Spray with Bronzer
formulated for use with automatic spray systems. ideal for custom-
ers who want a tan on the go. the bronzer gives an immediate 
golden colour. thanks to a revolutionary ingredient, the lotion helps 
to reduce the appearance of fine line and wrinkles, moreover 
enhance skin hydration and elasticity.

lotion available:
• dark - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 10%  

long - lasting effect (ultra dark)

the new lotion is designed specifically to enhance skin hydration 
and protection while providing a golden and with more tanning 
effect.
Both lotions are without parabens. 

ClEAR - 10 lITRES

Self Tanning Spray
formulated for use and automatic spray systems. ideal for a 
gradual tan, an intense gradual colour develops in 3-4 hours and 
last up to 5 days. thanks to a revolutionary ingredient, the lotion 
helps to reduce the appearance of fine line and wrinkles, moreo-
ver enhance skin hydration and elasticity.

lotion available:
• clear - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 10%  

long - lasting effect

the new lotion is designed specifically to enhance skin hydration 
and protection while providing a golden and with more tanning 
effect.
Both lotions are without parabens. 

the Microcore technology is used with a patented electro-
static system, which attracts the atomised solution directly 
to the body, beautifully and evenly.

4 self cleaning nozzles atomise for complete and even 
coverage with almost no overspray. the application is 
perfect, using less solution and leaving a cleaner cabin.

the open design of the unit enhances the quality of the 
session... no claustrophobia, just the pleasure to wear a tan.  
the autospray is easy to use, and completely automatic: 
a voice guides the customer through the session, from the 
choice of tanning level, to the spray session, until the final 
drying session. 

that’so uses exclusively patented Microcore technology to apply the self tan solution: the ultimate deli-
very system for self tanning products that allows an application time of just 6 seconds for an intense and 
natural looking tan.

PERfECTIoN - 1 lITRE

Hydra protect cream

a rich, emollient cream that is available for customers that for hygie-
nic reasons would prefer to create a barrier while walking within 
the cabin for their spray session.  

this cream guarantees hygiene, yet allows the customer to maximi-
se the effect of the patented electrostatic system which works at its 
best with bare feet. perfection is not to be used as a barrier cream 
with sun Makeup solutions which do not stain. it is an added 
service for customers with particular dry patches.

ToTal Body
ts 765 a 
Autospray 

“Professional” for ts 765
5/6 DaYs  
10% DHA color + + + 

Use: 
lasts: 
risUlt:  
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ir (infrared) 
Beauty system

the infrared light gives 
a pleasant warm feeling 

before and during the session. 
increased penetration of active 

ingredients
for better result: 
+tanning effect,

+hydration,
+ vitality of the skin,

+ protective and restorative effect on the skin.

the absorption and the drying of the lotion 
is immediate and the result will be more 

homogeneous.

made in italy

Paraben Free



ts Spray Cabin 
the ts spray cabin is a professional cabin for the 
application of that’so sun makeup.
equipped with internal amp fan and filters, the  
ts spray cabin is very easy to assemble.
to turn on the spray cabin, step on the footrest: the 
light will be activated the fans will start to work. to 
turn off the machine, simply come down from the 
footrest.

ts 44 mt Spray Gun
the new that’so spray gun has an application system 
that takes advantage of the synergic actions between 
pressurizing and atomising. thanks to a new design 
that finely mediates technology and size, the margin 
of error is practically zero.  

a rapid and sure application is easy, even for the novice, 
reducing the margin of error to practically zero. the addition 
of the Microcore technology allows a precise projection of the 
lotion towards the skin for an absolutely even and glowing 
effect.

this spray system is silent; ideal even in zen beauty cen-
tres where silence is an absolute. the 1/8 inch tube is 
flexible and eases movement during the spray session.
top performance and elegant design make this product 
ideal for the most demanding salon owners. 

Face Compressor 
face compressor is a spray system that matches 
latest technology with the smallest dimensions of the 
line, especially suitable for face and décolleté ses-
sions. 
it is a portable device, 100% professional with first-
class components, with fashion design to suit in a 
beauty context, precise, fast, simple to use.
thanks to latest generation spray device, face 
compressor allows perfect application and unmatch-
able results: the result is homogeneous and intensively 
golden.

DARK - 1 lITRE

Self Tanning Spray with Bronzer

formulated for use with handheld. ideal for customers who want a 
tan on the go. the bronzer gives an immediate golden colour.

thanks to a revolutionary ingredient, the lotion helps to reduce the 
appearance of fine line and wrinkles, moreover enhance
skin hydration and elasticity.

you may choose between:
• dark - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 8%
• dark - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 10%  

long - lasting effect (ultra dark)

the new lotion is designed specifically to enhance skin hydration 
and protection while providing a golden and with more tanning 
effect.

Both lotions are without parabens. 

ClEAR - 1 lITRE

Self Tanning Spray 

formulated for use with handheld. ideal for a gradual tan, an 
intense gradual colour develops in 3-4 hours.

thanks to a revolutionary ingredient, the lotion helps to reduce the 
appearance of fine line and wrinkles, moreover enhance
skin hydration and elasticity.

you may choose between:
• clear - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 8%
• clear - spray tanning makeup - anti-aging - dha 10%  

long - lasting effect

the new lotion is designed specifically to enhance skin hydration 
and protection while providing a golden and with more tanning 
effect.

Both lotions are without parabens. 

READY - To - TAN - 1 lITRE

Makeup remover

all makeup removers are not ideal to be used prior to applying self 
tanning products. this product is exclusively formulated by that’so 
to be used before a sun Makeup spray tan. 

this light cleansing milk leaves the skin perfectly clean and fresh 
with no oily residues that could impede the proper penetration of 
active self tan ingredients.

the ph is precisely balanced to prepare the skin for the spray 
session, ensuring optimal results. 

its cool texture and lenitive ingredients make it a veritable balm, 
creating a calming sensation.

Professional
5/6 days
8% DHA color + + 
10% DHA color + + + 

Professional
5/6 days
8% DHA color + + 
10% DHA color + + + 

ProfessionalUse: 
lasts: 
risUlt:  

Use: 
lasts: 
risUlt:  

Use: 

TOTAL BODY - FACE AND DéCOLLETé

FACE AND DéCollEté

made in italy

Paraben Free



on-the-go 
TANNING SPRAY ANTI-AGE TANNING SPRAY SElf TANNING GEl

20 cm

use: 
Lasts: 
risuLt:  

home 
2 - 3 days 
coLour +

use: 
Lasts: 
risuLt:  

home - daily use
1 - 2  days 
coLour +

use: 
Lasts: 
risuLt:

home 
2 - 3 days 
coLour +

GlAm lEGS 150 ml

Precious gel cream studied expressly for those who intend to 
achieve instantly a natural wonderful tan. enriched with 
bronzer this lotion is just perfect to donate an intense and shiny tan 
to all the body. just instants, a simple caress and the skin of your 
arms and legs  is already tan, soft and perfectly moist. 

apply uniformly the product on arms 
and legs: in less than a minute they will 
be naturally tan. the effect is immedia-
te and in 3 hours from the treatment the 

color will be even more intense than 
you could dream of…

golden age glam legs

GolDEN AGE 75 ml

that’so sun makeup sun micro-particules contained by exclu-
sive anti-age transparent lotion - daily use - provide a 
lipo-filling effect without any aesthetic surgery. a natural way 
to wrinkle reduction, it improves the smoothness and gives 
brightness and a golden colour while protecting the integrity 
of skin elastin and collagen.

the activity of active ingredients of the lotion fights against 
natural collagen degradation, increase elasticity and tone of 
the skin, reducing at the same time then wrinkle and fatigue 
signs. skin hydration increases thanks to hyaluronic acid and 
penetrates to deepest levels of epidermis.

made in italy

oN-THE-Go 125 ml

that’so has developed an innovative new mini size product that 
mimics the same wonderful effect of the that’so micro particle 
professional sun makeup application: a perfect idea for those who 
want to prolong their tan or want to enter the sun Makeup world 
for the first time.

on-the-go is an ideal product to take along every time you want 
to give yourself an instant, even and naturally beautiful suntan.
in just a few seconds, with a gesture that’s simpler than applying 
make up… your face, neck, neckline, arms and legs will be per-
fectly tanned. a wonderful colour that only sun Makeup products 
can give you! 3 long sunny days, anytime you want, directly on 
your skin.

This product is available in the clear and dark 
versions.

Less than a minute is all you’ll need, and sun Makeup will soon be all that you need to look freshly and 
naturally tanned. use it everywhere: face, neckline, body and even on your legs…

apply on-the-go by starting to spray 
not directly on to your skin, but  sweep-
ing evenly across your face or other 
areas, maintaining a distance of 20 cm.
if necessary, cover your hair and 
clothes. the bottle can be tipped upside 
down and will continue to spray per-
fectly, even in hard to reach places.

Sun Makeup is innovation

Paraben Free
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QUADRA mEDICAl SRl
Strada Cartigliana 143 B - 36061 Bassano del Grappa (VI) ITAlY

Tel. +39 0424 33988 - fax +39 0424 33979
info@thatso.it - www.thatso.it


